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Welcome to our first printable in our gross motor skills and
activity printable series. In this printable we talk about the
motor skills and in our next printables we have lots of activities
for you that use these skills!  

A motor skill is an activity that your baby does that involves
their muscles, we have gross motor skills that refer to the big
muscles in the body and fine motor skills that refer to the small
muscles in the body. Gross motor skills involve the bigger
supporting muscles in the body and help with our movement,
co-ordination and balance. We develop all of our motor skills
through lots of practice so do come back and repeat activities
with your little one often!  

Safety first - These activities are suggestions of how to
engage your child in play. They need to be carried out with
adult supervision and you taking full responsibility for your
baby during play. Please ensure that your little one is
supervised with the toy at all times. Keep your little one in arms
reach and eye sight when they are playing. 

This printable has been produced by The Sensory Sessions, it
cannot be copied or replicated without permission 
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Every little one is unique and amazing and their starting point for
how they are developing their motor skills will be different. We
are going to give you lots of ideas over the coming series of
activities that you can do with your little one to help their gross
motor skills and it would be great if you can start with tasks that
your little one manages well before moving skills up. They can
never practice a skill too much, repetition is amazing and we
really do want our little ones to have well developed skills before
we increase the challenge of any activities we give them. 

Giving them time, space and opportunity to practice is amazing
when it comes to any skills our little ones are developing. 

Lots of these activities are perfect to do when your little one is
calm and alert, when they are very active they often want to work
on their gross motor skills and find smaller movements more
tricky. Playing when they are in their high chair can work well too.  

the starting point



- start walking independently - walking by putting one foot in
front of the other, starts with a shuffling pattern or stepping
together before we are able to put one leg past the other 

- running with a stiff posture to support balance initially, before
relaxing upper body

- squat down to pick a small toy up

- seat themselves on a sit on small chair without support

- pull a toy behind themself when walking

- walk up and down the stairs while holding your hand 

- jump with both feet together on the spot before progressing
to jumping down and forward off a low surface or small step

- squat down to play with small toys and transfer out of the
position to sitting or standing

- using ride on toys initially just sitting on them to gain
balance, then putting feet down and starting to use their feet
and lets to move  the toy forward 
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- kicking a ball forwards - supporting balance while moving 

- catching a large ball - first by rolling it towards them on the
floor and asking them to return it to you, then by throwing it
towards them and supporting them to catch it with their arms
straight out 

- stand on one foot for just a moment and then work on
balance skills so we are able to extend the time, balance like a
flamingo!  Working towards balance activities on beams at the
park

- running around obstacles - creating a little course of items
in your garden and encouraging your little one around them. 

-  hop on one foot - let them choose and practice their
movements, build up to doing it on the other side once the first
side is prefected

- climbing well with balance on park equipment or a ladder

- use a slide with support and then more independently,
negotiating the stairs and transferring into a seated position
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 riding a trike, three wheeled scooter, balance bike or bike
with stabilisers 

- throwing a ball towards a person or rolling it towards a
target

- jump in each direction and off a surface

- walking up and down stairs using alternate feet

We get all of our motor skills with lots of practice and they don't
necessarily happen in the order presented in this guide, for
example lots of children find climbing easier than throwing a
ball but you can use this as a general indicator of skills we'd
love our toddlers and preschoolers to have. 

Do seek advice from your health professions team if you need
any assistance with your little ones motor skill development
and as always, safety first always, as our little ones do more
movements and practice their skills they'll need support to stay
safe and well.  
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